St Marylebone and the Reffell Family

Members of the Reffell Family known to have been baptised here:

- **Henry Hatch Reffell**, baptism date: 19/3/1811
- **Charles Reffell**, baptism date: 23/12/1811
- **Mary Ann Reffell**, baptism date: 23/10/1816
- **Emma Esther Reffell**, baptism date: 17/3/1820
- **Mary Ann Reffell**, baptism date: 3/12/1820
- **William Reffell**, baptism date: 14/2/1822
- **Caroline Reffell**, baptism date: 8/11/1822
- **William Reffell**, baptism date: 20/4/1823
- **Antonio Reffell**, baptism date: 30/1/1825
- **John Baptist Norton**, baptism date: 20/12/1829
- **William Edward Reffell**, baptism date: 13/8/1857

Members of the Reffell Family known to have been married here:

- **Ann Reffell** and **James Pearcy**, marriage date: 17/2/1800
- **Ovid Topham** and **Maria Burchatt**, marriage date: 13/8/1811
- **Mary Ann Leshley** and **Antonio Caballero**, marriage date: 20/10/1820
- **John Norton** and **Katherine Rebecca Norden**, marriage date: 11/6/1826
- **Fanny Reffell** and **Henry Jordan**, marriage date: 8/11/1830
- **Richard Reffell** and **Elizabeth Dickinson**, marriage date: 18/9/1851
- **Edwin Reffell** and **Fanny Frampton**, marriage date: 21/7/1855
- **Edward Forrester Reffell** and **Caroline Elizabeth Leshley**, marriage date: 23/2/1856
- **Elizabeth Rebecca Reffell** and **Etienne Ernest Magloire Masset**, marriage date: 27/8/1859
- **Henry Reffell** and **Sarah Morton**, marriage date: 21/8/1862
- **Edward Reffell** and **Minnie Mason**, marriage date: 17/1/1875

Members of the Reffell Family known to have been buried here:

- **Antonio Reffell**, age: child, burial date: 29/5/1825
- **Caroline Reffell**, age: 53, burial date: 25/3/1876

See www.reffell.org.uk